
Concurrent Programming Languages
COMP 623, Fall 2005

Assignment 1

Due date: October 5, 2005

Note: Assignments must be handed in in class. Late assignments will only be accepted with priorwritten permission
of the instructor.
You mustexplain all answers andshow all work to get full marks. All code must bewell-commented,appropriately
structured and generally readable. Marks will be very generously deducted if not!

1. Supposen threads operate onn shared variables. Each thread computesvi = v((i+1)%n) for i = 0 . . . (n− 1),
in some order.

(a) Are each of those statements atomic? Assuming sequential consistency, how many interleavings of
atomic operations are there forn = 3? For arbitraryn? 2

(b) Suppose this is executed on a multiprocessor that provides onlycoherence as a memory model. How
many interleavings or perceived interleavings could there be now forn = 3? 2

2. You’ve seen a producer/consumer model, with one producer and oneconsumer communicating through a
buffer. Suppose there are insteadn consumers, and a buffer ofb slots. Each consumer must consume each
message, in order; thus all consumers must have read a message beforea given buffer slot can be reused by
the producer for another message.

Give pseudo-code for a solution using semaphores for synchronization. It should still be possible for con-
sumers to consume at different rates. 3

3. Signalling in monitors does not always have to be explicit. Suppose the waitcondition expression is directly
encoded in the syntax; e.g.:

monitor {
int w,x,y;
...
waitcond xok : x<y; // ’xok’ represents waiting for x<y
waitcond zzz : w!=0; // ’zzz’ represents waiting for w!=0
...
void foo() {
...
wait xok; // sleep and wait to be signalled that x<y
...

}
}

Waiting conditions must use only monitor variables. Signalling of all waiting threads happens automatically
whenever a thread exits the monitor for any reason, including wait-ing. All threads who’s waiting condition is
satisfied are woken and contend for re-acquisition of the monitor lock.

Let’s call this model SIGNAL-ALWAYS. Is SIGNAL-ALWAYS monitor semantics equivalent to SIGNAL-
AND-CONTINUE? How about SIGNAL-AND-WAIT? Are SIGNAL-AND-CONTINUE and SIGNAL-AND-
WAIT equivalent? Either explain why not (eg describe counter-example(s)) or show how to implement a
monitor with one semantics in terms of a monitor with the other semantics for each pair. 6
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4. On many systems the yield() operation is merely a hint, and does not guarantee any other threads execute.
Suppose scheduling is run-to-completion and round-robin, and yield() isguaranteed to cede the CPU to the
next runnable thread. Thus after a call to yield() it is certain that all otherthreads have had a chance to execute
for as long as they wish, if they are able to.

(a) What is the consensus number of an atomic register in this environment? 1
(b) Show how to implement a monitor (including condition variables; SIGNAL-AND-URGENT-WAIT se-

mantics) in pseudo-code for this environment. 3

5. Lucy works in a pie factory. Pies are assembled from 3 ingredients: filling, flavour, and topping, each dis-
pensed from a a large hopper filled with one of these ingredients. Lucy adds each component to empty
piecrusts that move along a conveyor belt in front of her.

Her friend, Ethel, ensures the hoppers do not run empty, but also are not overfull—she must open or close the
hopper feeds as appropriate. If a hopper overfills, its ingredients geteverywhere and the production line shuts
down. If it empties then some pies may be incomplete. Either situation will result in both Ethel and Lucy
being fired, and so they try very hard to ensure everything runs smoothly.

Develop a program that simulates this. Lucy and Ethel should be represented by separate threads, as should
the conveyor belt of pie crusts, and each of the three hopper-filling processes.

Every 50ms a new pie is presented to Lucy, and she uses 200g of filling, 10g of flavour and 100g of topping,
taking around 10ms to dispense each. Hoppers hold 1Kg of material, and each hopper-filling process adds
100g approximately every 10ms when the feed is opened. Ethel sometimes hastrouble opening and closing
the hopper feed valves, and can take between 10 and 40ms to do so (nb: the valve opens/shuts only once Ethel
has turned it all the way)

You may use either Java or PThreads to model this problem. Your solution should be concurrent—whenever
processes/threads can logically act concurrently it should be possible they do so in your simulation, and
efficient—threads should avoid consuming CPU time unless doing real work.

(a) Develop a solution using non-blocking synchronization and sleep().Your simulation should report
when/if Lucy and Ethel are fired, and the rate of pie production (pies/second) every 10 pies output. 9

(b) Give a solution that uses blocking synchronization to guarantee correct behaviour whether or not timing
is perfect. Again report the rate of pie production. 9
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What to hand in

• All question answers should be handed in as hard-copy; this includes code printouts and output. Make sure
your output is presentable (very few if any lines wrap around, tabs arethe right size, etc).

• Code for programming questions should also be handed in electronically. Use thehandin facility to do
this see thehandin man page, orhttp://www.cs.mcgill.ca/socsinfo/handin/ for more
information. Hand in your source code only (one or more .c, or .java files),and a file output.txt containing
sample output. Include build/run instructions if they are not trivial and obvious. Make sure your code
compiles and executes properly on the teaching system (mimi, willy etc).

• Note: All assignment submissionsmust include the following on the first (or cover) page: “I declare
that this work represents my own efforts, and that all text and code have been written by me.” (fol-
lowed by your signature).
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